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Court papers in one of more than a half dozen
lawsuits filed against a defunct Manhattan gallery,
Knoedler & Company, reveal just how far the fakes it
sold had spread before the fraud was discovered.
For nearly 15 years, the gallery sold art bearing the
names of modern masters but actually created by an
unknown artist in Queens. They were brought to the
gallery for sale by Glafira Rosales, a Long Island
dealer who pleaded guilty this year to criminal
charges, including wire fraud. The gallery and its
former president, Ann Freedman, have said they,
too, were victims of the fraud. Knoedler shut its
doors in 2011, but not before some fakes had been
sold and resold and exhibited in a museum, a United
States embassy and private collections around the
country. The markups on some of them — a 1,100
percent jump in just a month — were unusual, even
for the art business.
Jackson Pollock - sold as “Untitled”, 1949

Knoedler paid $750,000 and sold it for $2 million.
This painting, sold as a work by Jackson Pollock,
is one of four fakes bought by Jack Levy, cochairman of global mergers at Goldman Sachs,
and his wife, Fran. When he purchased it, Mr.
Levy set a condition that it had to be
authenticated as a Pollock by the International
Foundation for Art Research. When it wasn’t,
Knoedler refunded Mr. Levy's money in 2003.
Dismissing the conclusion, the gallery, Ms.
Freedman and the Canadian impresario David
Mirvish each bought a stake in the painting. (Mr.
Mirvish’s cost was $1.25 million.) According to
court records, they had planned to resell it for $15
million before the F.B.I. subpoenaed the gallery in
2009.
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Knoedler paid $250,000 and sold it for $475,000.

Franz Kline - sold as “Untitled”, circa 1957

This painting is one of two fakes that ended up in the
Kemper Museum of Contemporary Art in Kansas City,
Mo. The other, a drawing attributed to Richard
Diebenkorn, was later labeled a fake by the
Diebenkorn Foundation in 2006. After the discovery,
Ms. Freedman and her husband donated a
Diebenkorn from their personal collection to the
museum in honor of the purchaser, R. Crosby Kemper
Jr., whose family the museum is named for. Both
fakes are currently in storage, according to a museum
spokeswoman.

Clyfford Still - sold as “Untitled”,
circa 1949

Knoedler paid $600,000 and sold it for $ 5 million.
Nicholas Taubman and his wife, Jenny, bought this fake, marketed
as a Clyfford Still, in November 2005, right before President George
W. Bush named Mr. Taubman ambassador to Romania. The work
hung in the United States embassy in Bucharest during Mr.
Taubman’s tenure. When the couple returned in 2008 to Roanoke,
Va., the painting went home with them. They sued the gallery in
2012 after a forensic analysis concluded the painting was not a
Still.
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Knoedler paid $170,000
and sold it for $ 320,000.

Mark Rothko - sold as “Untitled”, 1959
Seven fakes that were billed as Rothkos. This one was
sold to the gallerist Gerald Solomon who in turn sold it to
an unidentified collector. The painting was put up for
auction by Christie’s in 2009 with a low estimate of $3
million but it did not sell. The auction house later
arranged a private sale to a client. When news broke
that the work came from Ms. Rosales, Christie’s
reimbursed its client and now has possession of the
painting, according to a spokeswoman.
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